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Corpo Background: Osteosarcoma is a highly malignant bone tumor affecting mainly 

adolescents. With the recommended neoadjuvant chemotherapy it can be cured in 

approximately 60-70% of cases. Few experimental target drugs are currently available 

through phases I and II trials for relapsed and inoperable patients. We know from historical 

controls that the risk to relapse increases after the second relapse. Relapse free survival then 

decreases to < 20% after 12 months. Oral Etoposide is often used in clinical practice but 

outside any protocol or evidence of improved survival. Interferon (IFN) and Mifamurtide 

(L-MTP-PE, “Mepact”) have been tried as adjuvant treatment in osteosarcoma with 

encouraging results (improved OS of 7%). 

 

Methods and Materials: Viscum album fermentatum Pini (VA-P) is a highly popular 

herbal medicinal product across central Europe with immunomodulatory activity. 

Encouraged by the preliminary findings of a pilot study that showed a prolonged disease-

free survival (DFS) of more than 12 months in four of five osteosarcoma treated with VA-P 

patients after their second relapse, we started a two-arm randomized study with VA-P s.c. 

and oral Etoposide in patients with histologically confirmed diagnosis of osteosarcoma or 

spindle cell sarcoma of the bone free from disease after their second metastatic relapse. 

Primary end point was the  post relapse disease free survival (PRDFS) rate at 12 months 

compared separately for each treatment arm to an expected rate of 12% derived from an 

historical group of patients. 

 

Results: The study had to be terminated early due to slow recruitment. The planned 

interim analysis with 20 of the total 36 patients was redefined as final analysis, with 9 vs. 

11 patients in the VA-P vs. Etoposide arm, 44% vs. 64% males, and mean age of 28 vs. 39 

years (range 11-66), respectively.  

Median follow-up duration actually is 38.5 months (range 3-73), with follow-up times 

of 56 (24-73) months for VA-P and 25 (3-62) months for Etoposide. Median PRDFS in the 

Etoposide arm was 7 months while PRDFS probability in the VA-P arm did not fall below 

55% even after more than five years since start of the study. PRDFS rates after 12 months 

for the VA-P and Etoposide arm were 55.6% (95% CI: 21.2%-86.3%) and 27.2% (6.0%-

61.0%), respectively.  VA-P was well tolerated, showing a remarkably better safety profile 

than Etoposide. 

 

Conclusion: Viscum album fermentatum Pini (VA-P) shows promise as adjuvant 

treatment in prolonging DFS after a second relapse. First data indicate a similar advantage 

compared to other immunostimulants (IFN, L-MTP-PE), yet at a lower cost. A larger multi-

center trial is required to determine efficacy of VA-P therapy in osteosarcoma patients 

compared to other immunostimulants currently approved in osteosarcoma treatment like L-

MTP-PE.  
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